International Undergraduate Summer Research Experiences in the United Kingdom (IRES)

In April 2010, UNCG (PI Dr. Terry Nile) was awarded three years of NSF funding to create a new International Research Experience for undergraduates. Each year, six students from colleges/universities in the Greensboro, NC area will be given a chance to carry out research at the University of Bristol in the United Kingdom for the summer. The participants will be recruited after their sophomore and junior years, and at least half (50%) will hail from underrepresented groups. This experience will provide students the opportunity of undertaking cutting edge research in synthetic chemistry at an extremely well-equipped major research university.

Meghan Fitzgerald Wins Prestigious NSF Graduate Fellowship

For the past two years, Meghan Fitzgerald has been working alongside with Dr. Jan Rychtar, Associate Professor of Mathematics and Statistics examining models of kleptoparasitic behavior in insects and spiders. Her research helped her earn a NSF Pre-doctoral Research Fellowship from the NSF.

This is a highly competitive fellowship, less than 1% of those who apply receive the award. She is attending the University of Wisconsin-Madison.

Congratulations Meghan!
1. How did you find out about the research of the faculty member you worked with? I knew that I was interested in doing research so I went on the Nutrition Department’s website and looked at the different research topics professors in the department were working on.

2. What is the title of your research? Briefly describe. The title of my research is: Does trans-10, cis-12 Conjugated Linoleic Acid Cause Inflammation, Insulin Resistance, and Delipidation by Activating Phospholipase C in Human Adipocytes? CLA is a well-known weight-loss supplement (Tonalin) sold worldwide. It has been previously shown that one of the isomers used in the weight loss supplement promotes dilapidation, inflammation and insulin resistance in adipocytes. My research studies the mechanism of this CLA isomer and prevent its induction of delipidation, inflammation and insulin resistance.

3. How long did you research project last? I started working in Dr. McIntosh’s lab in January of this year and will continue to do research until I graduate in May 2012.

4. How was your involvement in the research project helped you with respect to your college experience? While doing research, I have learned to think more critically and have been able to learn about the research process and techniques important in the biotechnology industry. I have also learned a lot of patience and determination doing research because sometimes you don’t get the results that you were expecting and you have to take what you learned and try it again.

5. What was the most positive aspect of your research project? The most negative? The most positive aspect of doing the research is getting to work with all the great people in the lab and having hard work pay off with positive data. Also, having a great mentor like Dr. McIntosh has helped me to learn so much about nutrition science and the research process.

The State of North Carolina
Undergraduate Research and Creativity Symposium (SNCURCS)
Saturday, November 20, 2010
Hosted by: Meredith College (Raleigh, NC)
Registration Ends: Friday, October 15, 2010
For more information, please visit: http://www.sncurcs.org/
IRES Interview: Jessica Bame

1. **How did you become interested in the research project?** I had heard of the research and trip to Bristol UK involved with it when I was a freshman in fall 2007. I became interested in working with Dr. Craig Butts at the University of Bristol, with his research into 3D structural elucidation from NMR, when a fellow lab mate, Jennifer Flynn in the Cech lab worked under Dr. Butts in the summer of 2009. I had to apply to the program (and happily was accepted). When Dr. Nile, who is the coordinator of the Bristol trip each summer, asked if I wanted to work with Craig, I jumped at the chance.

2. **What was your project about?** My project was how different solvents effect peak overlap and resolution in spectra of strychnine, and how this affected getting internuclear distances from the NOE. The NOE can detect hydrogen atoms that are close in space without being close in bond, so showing one the areas where a molecule in folding on itself or stretched out. I did multiple 2D experiments as in H2BC and HMBC which correlate which carbon atoms are bonded to which hydrogen atoms. All these different NMR experiments can help create a 3D structure of a molecule, giving researchers another method of finding 3D structures when crystallography is not an option.

3. **How has your involvement in the project helped you?** The experience in England taught me how to use NMR from scratch. I had no previous experience with NMR at all, but the NMR group was kind and taught me what I needed to know to feel confident using NMR in any of my other research I ever do. This includes the research I want to incorporate NMR into eventually that I perform currently under Dr. Cech. This project showed me a different aspect and different field of chemistry, where one can discover the identity of any compound with just the right combination of experiments.

4. **If you could give any advice to future participants, what would you tell them?** Whatever lab experience you choose, do what you want, not just because others are doing the same. I stayed in a flat with 6 other people who did synthetic chemistry on the trip; I was the only one who did NMR. I suggest NMR to those who like instruments and like to work with mechanical things. I suggest synthetic if you are more about the wet chemistry and breaking out a beaker and large amounts of chemicals. I would also strongly suggest, go out as much as possible and experience the country. I went somewhere new or to unique festivals every weekend I was there. If you are really serious about experiencing the country, try doing a little research online ahead of time and it makes peaking unique locations a lot easier. Even go to another country, you are so close to Paris or Dublin, so why not?

5. **What were the major differences between the work in the US & the UK?** The main difference was how the people in the labs were so much more laid back than in the US, if anything ever went wrong, they didn’t get all worked up about it and just moved forward. I wish labs in the US were a little more like that, cause science is about moving forward despite the obstacles.
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